Do you know...

- dynamic Smart Lists adapt and get you the sales records you actually need?
- you can use Smart Lists for a personalized Sales experience?

With Smart Lists, you can do more!

- intelligent smart lists utilize underlying Workspace capabilities and adapt to how your users work
- dynamic, contextual smart lists show you relevant accounts, contacts, leads, opportunities, and partners
- no more navigating, searching, or saving searches. Use smart lists in Workspace, Actionable Infolets, and CX Sales Mobile app (available in Update 20C!)
- an intuitive, non-intrusive, and more productive approach to get your users their relevant sales details

Administrators can set up profile options and schedule the processes required for Smart Lists. For all this and more, see Generate Relevancy and Age User Context Feeds for Workspace Smart Lists in the Implementing Sales guide.

Users can use smart lists to view relevant sales details in various apps. For all that you can do, see the Workspace chapter of the Using Sales guide.

Some benefits

- Boost success with quick access to Sales information
- Easily leverage personalized Sales data across devices and sales channels
- Increase productivity with dynamic smart system that constantly anticipates, adjusts, and assists

Try it and let us know what you think: Cloud Customer Connect for Sales
More Kit Components: Video, Best Practices for Deploying Smart Lists